I Want
I Will
I Won't

3 STEPS TO COMMUNICATING THE
PLEASURE YOU’VE BEEN YEARNING FOR
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Hello!

My name is Meagan Narvaez. I'm a licensed mental health, sex, and relationship
counselor. I support people as they learn about themselves, get tuned into their
bodies, and invite sexual passion back into their lives. I know this is fees easier
said than done. The reason why it feels hard is that shame gets in the way of
asking for help. This might be familiar to you if:
- Talking about sex wasn't modeled to you growing up. On the
contrary, talking about sex was and still is taboo.
- You feel broken or that something is wrong with you and your
relationship. You don't feel desirable, or maybe don't desire your
partner anymore. Acknowledging that out loud feels terrifying.
- You believe it's embarrassing to tell even your closest friends that
sex with your partner has been disappointing, maybe nonexistent.
-Your partner is your friend, maybe even your best friend, but it feels
like you've lost the identity of lovers.
- You're worried that since it's been so long that you've really, truly
loved having sex that the chance of it getting better is hopeless.
- Trying to talk it out with your partner hasn't gotten anywhere, and
you don't know what more there is to do.

Here's the reality of your situation.
When it comes to getting the passion you crave...
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You're Almost There.
YOU'RE ON THE BRINK OF THE KIND OF SEXUAL PLEASURE
THAT LEAVES YOU WANTING TO LAY CURLED UP IN THE SHEETS
JUST A LITTLE LONGER, BASKING IN THE AFTERGLOW.
I know this because here you are, ready for your sex life to change. Or else, why
would you be reading a PDF about getting the pleasure you want?
It's not just about being ready; you've been ready for a long time. It's about
leaning into the discomfort, acknowledging the fears, and trusting that you will
come out of this more empowered than before.
So my question to you is:
DO YOU TRUST THAT YOUR SEX LIFE WILL
GET BETTER?
It's okay if the answer is "Yes, but I don't know
where to start." That's what I am here for.
It's also okay if the answer is "No." I can help
prove you wrong.

Now here's what you came here for...
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"I Want, I Will, I Won't"
(This activity is a game changer)

The Want/Will/Won't list is a way to explore your sexual interests and
boundaries and then communicate them with your partner. It's a
fantastic opportunity to think about what you'd like to bring into your
sexual play that you hadn't thought of before or were too afraid to ask
for. It also gives you the chance to talk about your partners' interests
and figure out how to compromise.

I Want

For the "I Want" column, think about all the things you
want out of your sexual experience. Maybe that's for
your partner to put on deodorant, or maybe you want
them to nibble on your nipple. Whatever those things
are, write down as much of them as you can think of.

I Will

The "I Will" column is the place where you talk about different sexual
activities that you're willing to do but don't necessarily love. You're
willing to do it because it pleases your partner and that's good
enough for you. Maybe not to do all the time of course, just from
time to time. But it is on the menu.

I Won't

The "I Will" column is the place where you talk about
different sexual activities that you're willing to do but
don't necessarily love. You're willing to do it because
it pleases your partner, and that's good enough for
you. Maybe not to do all the time, of course, just from
time to time. But it is on the menu.
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Let's Do This!

3 STEPS TO COMMUNICATING THE
PLEASURE YOU’VE BEEN YEARNING FOR

Gather the Materials

You and your partner(s). If you want to do this activity
yourself first, you can do it alone, no problem!
2+ copies of the Want/Will/Won't list sheet (next page). Print out as
many copies as needed for you and your partner (to complete the
activity
-or- use your own blank sheet of paper, divided into 3 parts.
Writing utensils. If you love color-coding lists, go wild!

Fill out your List

Sit with your partner. Set a timer for
7 minutes and write down anything
that comes to mind for each section
of the Want/Will/Won't list.
For some fun ideas of what to add to
the list, check out page 7 of this
PDF. If you don't know what
something means, look it up.

Show and Tell

When the time is up, and you've thought up all that you possibly want, will,
and won't do during sex, share your list with your partner. Read it out loud
and talk about why it's essential for you. Have your partner share next.
The key is to listen and validate their interests or boundaries, aka don't
yuck their yum. Come from a place of curiosity if this is new information for
you, or if you don't understand why something is important to them
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101 Ideas to Try With
Your Partners
69-ing
Age Play
Anal Massage
Anal Sex
BDSM Dungeon
Biting
Blindfolds
Blow Job
Breath Play
Butt Plugs
Cam Sex
Candle Wax
Cannabis
Choking
Cock and Ball Torture
Cock Rings
Condoms
Cosplay
Cowgirl
Cross-Dressing
Cuddling
Dental Dams
Dirty Talk
Doggy Style
Double Dong
Double Penetration
Ear Nibbling
Eating Ass
Edible Undies
Edging
Electro Play
Erotica
Exhibitionism
Face Slapping

Facials
Fingering
Fisting
Flogging
Foot Job
Foursome
G-Spot Stimulation
Glory Holes
Gloves
Group Sex
Hair Pulling
Handcuffs
Handjob
Heels
Hire a Sex Worker
Hot Tub Sex
Hotel Room
Humiliation
Kegel Balls
Lap Dancing
Lights On
Lingerie
Making Out
Massage
Master/slave Play
Missionary
Mouth Gags
Double Penetration
Mutual Masturbation
Nipple Clamps
Nipple Play
Orgasm Denial
Pee Play

Period Sex
Prostate Massage
Public Sex
Role-play
Rope Tying
Rough Sex
Rusty Trombone
Scratching
Sex Swings
Sexting
Shaving
Shower Sex
Spanking
Spitting
Squirting
Strap-On Sex
Strip Club
Strip Tease
Swallowing
Swingers Club
Tea Bagging
Threesome
Tickling
Vaginal Fisting
Vaginal Lip Massage
Vaginal Sex
Vibrators
Videotaping
Voyeurism
Vulva Lip Clamps
Watch Porn
Whip Cream
Whips
Wrestling
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This is Just the
Beginning
FOLLOW ME FOR MORE TIPS TO
IMPROVING YOUR SEXUAL PLEASURE

passionlabpgh.com
hello@passionlabpgh.com

@passionlabpgh
@passionlabpgh

You're on an incredible journey toward sexual selfdiscovery. Needing help along the way is the difference
between getting stuck and stagnant vs. reaching your
destination.
If you live in Washington State or Pennsylvania (states
in which I'm licensed), hit me up for an appointment,
and we can work toward the passion you deserve.
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